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The progress wiil be monitored by cMD BSNL therefore the
above may kindly be given on 'Top priority'and before zt.to.2ots.
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sub: compliance Report to Lok sabha secretariat on payment of Minimum wages tocontract labours_ reg

Guidelines have been issued from time to time to ensure payment of wages tocontract Labours at the rate not below the Minimum wages as notified by the appropriateauthority and for strict compriance to Minimum wages Aciprovisions.
2 A written confirmation was sought from all the circle Heads ensuring compliance tothe provisions related to Minimum *.!.r. Although the certificate to this effect has beenreceived from all the circles, some cases of non-compliances are still being highlighted and areport, in this regard, has to be submitted to Loksabha secretariat in 10 days.
4 Therefore, the information in the following format in respect of contract labour maybe given latest by ZL.LO.2OII by FAX and on mail lD restg@bsnl.co.in:

5' Further it may kindly be ensured that the information is given after due verification
of the relevant Labour records. This may be appreciated that non-compliance to labour lawsnot only attracts penal provisions with financial implications but also affects the public
image of the organization and therefore has to be dealt with firmly. success of such actionsdepends upon the maintenance of prescribed labour records, timely submission ofstatements to concerned authorities, monitoring of strict adherence to various provisions
under labour laws regarding the welfare, safety and health/sanitation, prompt response tothe notices issued by labour authorities and taking due action against the defaulters.
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